
Both can operate connected to the utility grid or as standalone "islands"

Can serve remote areas more effectively 

Increased energy security due to short transmission lines and greater

control
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The adjacent graph shows Canada's

energy mix

Drawbacks of Large-scale Power Production

The Utility Grid

Grids Explained
Utility Grids, Micro Grids, and Nano Grids

Transmission Losses: Energy is dissipated as it travels

through the distribution network

Cost of Delivery: Consumers pay for these losses as a

proportion of their electricity bills

Power can be shut-down for maintenance or if lines are

damaged at any point on the grid

Largest cost driver for electricity in a rural dwelling comes

from the transmission and distribution stages. 

Micro-Grid 

An electrical grid powered by

distributed energy sources 

Serves a small area like a campus or

neighbourhood

Advantages of a Micro and Nano-Grids

Nano-Grid

Essentially a small micro-grid serving a

single customer

Enables user to have total control over

their energy source
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Key Terms:

Microgeneration

Off-Grid

Distributed Energy Resources

Grid-Tied

The harvesting of energy from

a renewable resource used to

contribute to the electricity

usage of a single-dwelling or

nano-grid. View our

Microgeneration 101

infograpic for more info. 

A microgeneration system not

connected to the utility grid. Also

known as a behind-the-meter

system.

Electricity Producing resources

connected within a micro or

nano-grid for use by those

connected to it. Check out our

infographic on the Benefits of

Distributed Energy Resources

(DER) to learn more.

A microgeneration system

that can send power to the

grid and draw power from it

when production does not

meet demand.

 See these sources for more detail: Transmission Losses  Microgrids   Canada's Energy Mix  Cost

of Delivery

 

CONTACT US TO GET STARTED

https://electrical-engineering-portal.com/total-losses-in-power-distribution-and-transmission-lines-1
https://www.distributedenergy.com/microgrids/article/21110541/what-is-a-microgrid-today
https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/science-data/data-analysis/energy-data-analysis/energy-facts/electricity-facts/20068#L3
https://ucahelps.alberta.ca/electricity-transmission-and-distribution-charges.aspx
https://twitter.com/Borrum_Energy
https://www.facebook.com/BorrumEnergySolutions/
https://www.instagram.com/borrum_energy_solutions/

